
Kingdom Manifesto 
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount 

Part 21 – Two Masters 
Matthew 6.22-24 

 
 
The Good Eye 

• It “gives” as it should 
o Light – a blessing (because we see beauty) and help (because we can navigate) 

• Small organ, big impact 
o WEDDING – when the groom sees the bride… 

• Spiritually, we see things as they are and not as they appear (true treasures) 
 
 
The Bad Eye 

• Malignancy means trouble 
o WINDSHIELD – if dirty, foggy – bad driving, negatively affected by others, danger 

to self and others 
• Small organ, big impact 

o STAIRS – it’s the whole body that falls down the stairs 
• Spiritually, we can find ourselves in “dark darkness”  

o CAVE 
o The problem is in our seeing – assigning value where there is none (or limited) 

 
 
The Clear Challenge 

• Two masters:  the fear 
o What if the other one is the better option? 
o What if the other one has a better outcome? 
o Do we trust Him – is He smarter, easier, healthier?  (isolation has hurt us in this 

area – Prov 18.1) 
• Two masters:  the problem 

o Divided loyalty – God and political party, country, retirement, preferences, 
cultural pressures, religion, pleasure, victimhood, preferred future, approval of 
another, future for kids, platform, comfort, distraction, career advancement, 
hobbies, appetites, desires 

§ Expresses itself in either duplicity or delay (no conjunctions, an adverb 
needed), Mammon as representative of what the world has to offer 

o God OR Mammon – one today, another tomorrow – when one helps… 
o God AND Mammon – keep hold of both, moonlight, side hustle 
o God THEN Mammon – all-in, total surrender THEN He shapes the rest  
o PUZZLE 

 



 
Surrender to Him – only terms He offers, but He’s smart and He’s loving and invites you to life 
(away from fear, drama, mere existence) 
 
DEMAS – Philemon 24, Col. 4.14, 2 Tim 4.10 
 
 
Questions for Discussion: 

1. Can you think of a moment when your eye saw something and it was so overwhelming 
that your whole body responded?  What was it?  What were the circumstances?   

2. If you had to name a fear about not having two masters, which of the two named above 
would you choose (or would you name another one)?  What is it about your life, 
background, or current situation that makes that particular fear the one that came to 
mind? 

3. If you had to fill in this blank – you cannot serve God and _________ - what would you 
put in that blank that is a point of temptation for you?  What kind of help do you need in 
fighting that?  How do you need Jesus to shape that puzzle piece?  (and if you need help 
answering, ask your spouse or someone close to you!) 

4. COVID Check in – how are you, your family, your neighbor, your One? 


